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INTRODUCTION
This pamphlet,preparedby the Virginia Institute of Marine Science
at GloucesterPoint, providescertain historical and scientificinformation
on oyster culture. It may be of specialuse to those who wish to raise
oysters for home consumption. School teachers, students and other
personsinterestedin the biology of oystersand their culture should find
this to be a useful sourceor enlightenment.
The information reported in thesepagesis the result of researchconducted at VIMS and in similar institutions throughout the country and
world. Oyster culture methods described are employed by successful
planters.
Virginia oystermenexploiteda seeminglyinexhaustiblesupply of wild
oysterswell into the last half of the nineteenthcentury. However, certain astutemen saw that such intensiveharvestingwas removingoysters
faster than they could be naturally replaced,and that his would surely
exhaustthe supply in time. Respondingto suggestionsof citizensinterestedin improving oyster production in the state, the Virginia General
Assembly, through many years of legislation, has desigrated natural
bedsas public grounds,has regulatedboth gear and time for harvesting
oysterson public grounds,and has establisheda systemwherebycertain
grounds may be leasedfor private cultivation of oysters. In 1940 it
establishedthe Virginia Institute of Marine Science(formerly the Virginia Fisheries Laboratory) to secure scientific enlightenmenton all
problemsof the marine area,
Sincethe 1920-21 seasonwhen 2,146,000 bushelsof market oysters
were taken from public rocks in Virginia ard 2,359,000 bushelsfrom
private rocks, the yield has fluctuated between a hlgh of 1,905,000
bushelsand a low of 585,000 bushelson public rocks and a high of
4,675,000 bushelsand a low of 1,356,000bushelson private rocks.
The available area for oyster production has been reduced over the
yearsby demandsof commerceand industry on tidal waters,and by the
use of thesewaters for disposalof domestic and industrial wastes. In
order to create a more vigorous oyster industry in the state, managers
of the industry are seekingimproved methodsof culture. They look to
marine scientistsand engineersto supply the information necessaryfor
increasedproduction.

HISTORY
Period of Natural Abundance
When.George Percy and his intrepid associateslanded at Cape Henry
on a spring day in 1607, they happened upon a band of Indiani roasting
oysters. This description of the incident was sent back to England.
"We came to a place where they (Indians) had made a great fire,
and had been newly roasting oysters. When they perceived our
coming, they fled away to the mountains and left many of the
-oysters in the fire. We ate some of the oysters, which were very
large and delicate in taste."
When Indians were the sole inhabitants of North America, oysters
were in abundanceall along the Atlantic coast. Huge mounds of oyster
shells in middens adjacent to Indian villages along the shores of salt
water bays and rivers attest to the importaice of oisters in the natives'
diet. It is estimated that one such midden in Maine contained about
7,000,000 bushelsof shells.
An early settler reported that oysters a foot long were not uncommon
in oyster banks seen at low tide in the Elizabeth River. He also noted
that in the fall of 1609 a larqe number of famished colonists were sent
to these banks to avert star-vation,and they remained there for nine
weeks, sustaining life on oysters to which a pint of Indian corn for
each man was added as a week's allowance.
During colonial days, and into the mid-19th century, the supply of
oysters throughout Tidewater Virginia more than met the needs for
local consumption, and during the first quarter of the 1800's they were
transported to distant markets.
Lt. P. deBroca, sent as a special envoy to the United States in 1862
to learn of the oyster industry and to explore the possibility of introducing the Virginia oyster into French waters, in one of his reports states,
"The American oyster . ., exists in such profusion that it seemsto be
gathered as plenteously as manna was in the Exodus of Israel
Chesapeake Bay, in which is kept a large proportion of the oysters
cultivated in America, has a magnificant basin in which Providence
seems to have accumulated every necessary condition for forming an
admirable locality for the fishery.;'
The demand for oysters in northern markets had already depleted
many beds north of Delaware Bay at the time of deBroca's visit.
ChesapeakeBay oysters were even then being brought to New York and
Boston markets to fill the void. Meeting these demands, through practices to be described later, was the first step in the gradual depletion of
natural beds in both Virginia and Maryland.
Period of Exploitation
Along New England Shores, oysters were an important food source
for the early settlers,but in such cold waters reproduction was irregular

and survival and growth of young was inadequateto supply the increased
demandof growingcommunities;hencelimited harvestingwas instituted
by law.
A writer in the AmericanInstituteof 1859 reportedthat in the City
of New York more moneywasspentfor oystersthan for butcher'smeat.
In 1865 the citizensof New York City, which then had a populationof
lessthan 900,000,consumed7,000,000bushelsof oysters. If this rate
of consumptionhad persisteduntil today, about 61,000,000bushelsof
oysterswould be requiredby that city eachyear,manytimesthe present
oysterproductionof the entire United States.
That the oyster industry of Virginia neededregulation is attestedto
by the fact that during the middle 1800's,oystersof all sizesand condition were deliveredto shuckinghouses,and oysterswith meats still
intact were manufacturedinto lime. Oysters were dredgedup during
both winter and summer,day in and day out, and transplantedin Rhode
Island, New York and Delawareor sold directly to the northern markets.
Someorder was finally brought out of the chaosand confusionof the
oyster businessin the late 1800's and early 1900's with the completion of the Baylor Survey,the enactmentof statutesto regulateoyster
production and the creation of the Commissionof Fisheries (The
General Assembly in 1968 changedthe name to Marine Resources
Commissionand assignedto it the managementof all Virginia's principle marine resourcesas well as the enforcementof laws relating to
theseresources.)
Period of Management
Developmentol the oysterindustry
Prior to the Civil War, bay sailors in distinctive Chesapeakesailing
ships moved oystersto city marketsin Wilmington, Baltimore, Washington and Norfolk. Slavesand small land ownerssuppliedlocal needsfor
oystersin the ChesapeakeBay country. Coastingvesselscarried cargoes
of oystersto northernareasas late as the early 1900's. As transportation by steamboatsand railroads improved, and later refrigeratedtrucks
and planes sped delivery, it becamefeasible to supply fresh oystersto
distantmarkets.
Canned oystersfound a ready market during the secondhalf of the
19th century. The first ChesapeakeBay cannery began operation in
Baltimore in 1844, and in 1865, one thousandeight hundred and
seventy-fivebushels were packed raw in that city while 1,360,000
bushelswerecanned.The first Virginia canneryopenedin 1859,but this
statenever developeda canningindustry equal to Maryland's.
Fresh-shuckedrefrigeratedoystersgraduallyeasedcannedoystersout
of the market, but in recent years soup companieswith nation-wide
distribution have again placed canned byster soup on the market.
Frozen oyster stew is also a popular food item, along with frozen raw
oystersand popular ready-to-fry frozen breadedoysters.
Marketing of frozen soup oystershas benefittedoyster farmers since
the soup market demandssmall oysters. Harvestingyounger oystersin10

creasesthe t_otalyield becausefewer are lost to predators,parasitesand
other natural causesduring the year or two they must be lield to attain
largersize.
P-rocessors
of soupsand frozen oysterscan buy them on a favorable
marlcetat seasonswhen quality is high and demandfor fresh oysters
is low. Theseproductshave a riruchlongershelflife than fresh-shucked
oysterswhich must be marketedand coisumedpromptly.
Better methodsof processingoystersfor market needto be developed. Improved quick-freezepackagingis finding increasedfavor with
housewivesand perhaps "oyster stickst' and other such products may
becomepopular.seafooditems. One Virginia company specializingiir
frozen oystersdistributesits productsin thirty states.
Baylor Survey
the
last
quarter
of the 19th century, prominent citizensof
-_During
Virginia expressedalarm that the oyster indristry of the state would
be destroyed.unlessproper steps were taken immediatelyto prevent
wanton exploitation.
In 1891 GovernorP. W. McKinneyoutlinedto the GeneralAssembly
the unsatisfactoryconditionsthen prevailingin the Virginia olster industry and he pioposedthat propeily surveledgrounds-beleaied with
legal safeguardsassuringoyitermen their righis in courts. He also
recommendedthat a license tax be put on tongs and dredgesrather
than ol the oysterscaught. He further recommendeda survey of all
natural oyster lands of the state by competent offi.cersof the U.S.
Government.
.The legislatureprovided for the well-known Baylor Survey which,
with few revisiolf, still designatesthe public oysier ground-sof the
state. Lt. JamesB. Baylor of the U.S. Coastand GeodeticSurveywas
hired to surveyand chart all groundsin Virginia which wereprociucing
oysters-naturally.
Thesewere designatedas public groundsopin to any
licensedcitizenof the state.They includeabo:ut2101000acres^.
Groundi
not included in the Baylor Survey were made available for rental to
qualified citizens. Of the thousandsof acres of leased grounds, few
receivea natural set of oysters,and, therefore,require intelligent managementto makethem productive.
Virginia's interestin the Potomac River
The PotomacRiver, once the sourceof many fine oysters,became
largely depleted through overfishing and lack irf sound management
practices.This river, though it is Maryland territorial water, has been
opento _oystermen
of both Maryland and Virginia under provisionsof
the 1785 compactbetweenthe two statesinstitutedunder-thewatchful
eye,ofGeorgeWashington.A new compact,effectiveDecember7, 1962,
replacedthe original one. It establishedthe PotomacRiver Fisheries
C-ommission,
composedof representatives
from both states,with jurisdiction over the fisheries of-the river. Under its management,augmented by scientific advice from both the ChesapeakeBiological
11

Laboratory,Solomons,Maryland and the Virginia Institute of Marine
Science,GloucesterPoint, Virginia, substantialimprovementhas been
madein oysterproduction.
ment Practices
Evolving rnanage
The first efforts at managementconsistedsimply of dredging oysters
them-to bar-renbut good
where they were plentiful and transplanting
-favorabte
markets. Oysters
srowinqwatersto be harvestedin time for
6f atl iizes from ChesapeakeBay were placed on bottoms in states
north of Delaware in spiing and were harvestedas market oystersthe
following fall. Virginia plantersoften removedoystersfrom crowded
public giounds and planted them-on grounds legally assignedthem by
the statewherethey grew to market size.
Developmentof the privateoysterindustrygroundsin Virginia.made
slow profress immediaielyfollowing the Baylor Survey.- Even.in the
beginning-of the 20th cehtury oysterswere too easily obtainedfrom
pu6[c
rocks to lustify the coit of acquiring extensivelands and trans'planting
seed. In 19b0 only 35,000 acreswere rented' but fo-llowing
WorldWar II a demandforplanting groundsaroseand by 1963 about
133,000acres,many marginalin quality, were in private hands.
Leased oyster grounds in Virginia (Commissionof FisheriesReport
for 1960-61)
.. 35,500acres
....
1909 .....
... 46,000acres
...
1911 .........
... 47,000acres
l92L. ..........
. 62,000acres
1931 .............
... 67'500acres
l94l ..............
..106,000acres
1951 .............
..132,500acres
1'961'.............
Few planters found it possible to raise market oysters from .spat
planted on their grounds.The successof private
collectedon shells-has
depended laigely
planting
operations
-and on their ability to secure
^seed
later harvested as market
olsteis which could 6e planted
oysterswith a reasonablemargin of profit. At times this margin has
beenseverelyreducedby the high price paid for seedoysters.
About 1958 some progressiveplantersbegan testing the feasibility
of improving natural set of spat by placing shells-in baqs rather than
scatteiingthEm ove. the bottom. Thfu spec-ialhandling of clutch made
the diffeiencebetweensuccessfulspatfall Andfailure on marginal_setting
grounds. Marty planters today use shell-bags and secuJe adequat-e
it.ikes to produce a market cr6p without the expenseof planting seed.
As good growing groundsavailablefor leasebecamemore and more
scarcelinfer-iorgr6unds were rented and made productive by planting
shells'on mudd! bottoms to firm them so they could support seed
oysters.(Seep. 32).
beenmade
In areasheavilyinfestedwith oysterdrills, attempts-have
(See
p.
18).
limited
success'
with
but
only
protect
seedoyiters,
to
T2

Although seed oysters are still abundant in Virginia, some oyster
fafmers are looking to the day when they can produce seed having
specialcharacteristics,
such as rapid growth and resistanceto disease.
Techniquesfor operating hatcheriesto produce seedoysters
-costs of known
characteristicson a commercial scale at reasonable
are being
e-xplored_.
At least one company is involved in attempting to engineei
the production of oysters from larvae to market size, eliminating the
need for cultch and increasingthe productionper acre.
Scientific examination of problems involving setting of oysters and
pilot methodsfor producing seed oysters commercially poirit the way
to improved oyster farming methods. In 1968 a majbr-breakthrough
in collectingspat while eliminatingthe use of shellsor-other permanent
or semi-permanent
materialsfor cultch, was made in three separate
lrboratories. (W. W. Budge, Pacific Mariculture, Inc., Pigeon Point,
California; Edwin H. Powell, Windmill Point Oyster Co, Urbanna,
Virginia; John L. Dupuy, Paul Chanley and J. D. Andrews, VIMS,
GloucesterPoint,Virginia).
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Development ol oyster larvae lrom lday-old stage (upper lelt) to setting
stage (lower right) normally takes about twelve days. These photomicro'
griphs show the vlarious stages ol oyster larval growth: (Left, top to botlom) one-day-old, straight-hlnge, early umbo; (center, top to bottom) umbo,
old'umbo, eyed larvae; (right, top to bottom) development from one-day'
old until ready to set.
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BIOLOGY OF THE OYSTER
Biology studentsas well as oyster farmers will be interestedin the
lyster's life and habits. The following information has been gathered
throughmany yearsof painstakingwork by marine biologists.Sexand Spawning
The sexesin oysters are separate. Spawning,the dischargeof eggs
and sperm into the water, occurs in Virginia when water temperatures
reach 77' F., usually from mid-June until October. A large female
oyster may produce 100,000,000eggsin a season.They are microscopicin size, about 600 eggsside by side would measure1 inch. One
male may produce many times that number of sperm. Both eggsand
sperm are releasedinto the water, where fertilization of eggsoccurs.
- Oysters resorb their gonads during the winter months and may
change sex when the gonads redevelop during the following sprinj.
Hermaphroditic(producingboth male and femalesex cells)individuals
occur but are rare. Biologistsdeterminesexof oystersby observingthe
manner of spawning or by examining the genital products under a
microscope.Most oystersare males first but with increasein size a
majority becomefemales.They may become sexuallymature within
lessthan a year.
Larval Development
Oysterspass through a free-swimminglarval stage for a period of
fpproximately two weeks. At this time they are part of the plankton.
Immediatelyafter spermand eggsunite, the-veryyoung oysteri (larvae)
begin to grow rapidly. In about 30 hours they developinto straighthinge larvae (seep. 14). Four hundred of theseplaced side by side
would measureabout an inch. Each larva possessesa small, hinged
shell,shapedmuch like that of a hard clam.
transportedby tidal currents,sometimesto greatdistances
- Larvaeare_
from where they originate.Their velum (swimmingorgan) propels them
upward for a time and then they drift slowly downward through the
water column. This alteration of swimming and sinking, occurring
throughoutlarval life seemsto be regulatedby little understoodenvironmental factors,possiblylight, salinity,tidal currents,or a combination
of all thesefactors,plus othersyet undetermined.
Many oysterlarvae are eatenby fish, shrimp,barnacles,seasquirts,
jellyfish and other animals. Many die when they drift into unfavorable
surroundings.Somesurviveto "set" (settleand attach themselves)
on
cultch (somehard substance,
usually empty shells)or on living oysters
and may becomemarket oystersin 3 to 5 years.
"Setting", "Sfriking", "Spatfall"
At the end of about two weeks, most larval oysterssettle to the
bottom, extendtheir soft fleshyfeet and crawl ab6ut actively seeking
15

'are
suitable spots for attachment. "Setting", "striking" and "spatfall'
termscommonlyusedto describethis phenomenon.In seekinga place
for attachment,the larva may settleon an object on the bottom, explore
it, find it unsuited for attachment and swim away seeking a more
desirablespot. There is a limit to the time a larva may continue this
exploration. If at the end of its larval life, the young oyster lands in
mud or on shifting sands,it will die.
When a larva lands on a suitable object, it depositsa glue secreted
by its byssal gland and spreadsit out with its foot. The young oyster
then turns on its left side and cementsitself to the substrate. Once
attachedit cannot move itself again. Oystersset on many surfacessuch
as pilings, cans, rubber tires, etc., but shells, either those of living
oysters or empty shells, provide the most abundant cultch. Although
setsof spat may occur as late as early November,evidenceof successful
setting in late fall, winter or early spring is lacking.
The Maturing Oyster
The bay and its rivers are actually great bowls of plankton soup
consistinglargely of minute plants and animals, including the larval
forms of crabs, fishes, shrimps, oysters, and a host of other animals.
Sometimesthe soup is thick, sometimesthin. It does not contain the
same ingredients at all times, and even the same one-celled plants
present at different seasonsmay contain varying amountsof nutrients.
Oyster larvae floating in this soup do not always find food suitablefor
their development.
Once set, the oyster must await the arrival of food transportedto it
by the flowing tides. In obtaining its food, a single oyster may filter
100 gallons of water during a 24-hour period, from which it selects
both plant and animal food. Some investigatorsclaim that silt with
organic matter adheringto clay particlesforms part of the oyster'sdiet.
Food collects in a layer of mucus covering the gills and is transported by cilia to the mouth. Much of the material, including some
algae,may not be utilized by the oyster but passesthrough the digestive
tract partially or entirely undigested. Other particles unsuitable for
food are rejectedby the labial palps (lips) before they enter the digestive tube. Trash and excessivefood is rejectedat times by the palps and
moved by cilia to the edge of the mantle where it is flushed out by
the sudden closing of the shells. This material is known as "pseudofeces."
Oysterswhich chanceupon unusually "green pastures"may grow to
market size in two years, while those in "desert areas" may be stunted
and never reach legal market size of IVz to 3 inches. Many market
oystersare 4 to 5 yearsold.
Oyster growth dependsupon abundanceof suitable food, favorable
temperatures and optimum salinities among other factors. Oysters
ceaseto feed when temperaturesdrop to near freezing and they may
consumelittle food when water temperaturesare unusuallyhigh. Oysters
planted in high quality low salinity beds in the upper Rappahannock
l6

River may require an.additional year o.fgrowth to reach a size equal
19 th9s9 qowg downriver in higher salinilies. Oysters at Deep Witer
shoals in the JamesRiver may iequire five yearsio reach maricetsize,
or may ne-verreach it if salinities remain dbnormally low for severai
years, while several miles below they will reach maiket size in three
to four years. Growth may vary ionsiderably from one region to
another, or even from- one part fo another of-the same grouid, and
from year to year on the samegrounds.
Quality and Yield of Oysters
A fat oyster is gen-erallycreamy-white,plump, full on the half-shell,
and showsno trace of dark-coloredliver. byste:rsfatten in sprine when
piankton growth_is abundant, and they igain approach^maiimum
quality betwe-en
-oc_toberand early Decehbei, having fed on the rich
fall growth of plankton. Although an estimaie of ofster growth rates
can be obtained from measuringthe shell, or bettei by ieighing the
oyster live in its shell, neither method gives a reliable measu-reoT the
condition of the oyster itself. Scientisti use the ratio of the volume
of the shell_to.dry- weight of the oyster for judging the conditions
of oysters. Using this index, they giade oystei ni'eat-sfrom place to
place, trom seasonto season,and from year to year.
-operators of shuckinghousesgrade oystersaccordingto the number
of pints that can be pioduced fiom a bushel of cu[6d ovsters. For
example:

yieldper bushel
4 pints .......
..............
.....poor
5 pints ........
......below
average
6 pints .......
7 pints .......
8 pints .......
9-10 pints
From this it can readily be seenthat the processorwill find it to his
advantagetg byy oysters which promise to yield the most meats per
bushel, for in this way he reducesthe volume of shell stock he must
handle and the extra.price he pays for oysters of high yield is more
than made up for in increasedyieiO per birshel.
Though large.oysters are highly esteemedby some customers,and
command the highest prices, it would be to th6 advantageof growers
and consumersalike if demandwbre shifted to smailer siZet. drot""ts
could.th,en.harve-st
oystersa year or more earlier than at presentand
would obtain higher yields of heats per acre of planted grou:nds.Losses
of oystersin areassubjectedto diseaseswould ilso be [reatly reduced.
consumerswould benefitby receiving
-irigenerallybetter qiarity oystersof
good ffavor. Possibly, a ieduction
produition cosis wr5uld be reIlected in lower consumerprices.
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Predatorsand Microparasites
Oyster dlills (Urosalpinx cinerea-Atlantic oyster drill; Eupleura
caudata-sharp ribbed drill )

t7

Oystersare menacedby predatorsand pestsmostly in watersof high
salinity, above 12 parts salt per thousand. Drills kill many spat, not
only on Eastern Shore but also in the lower James River, Hampton
Bay on
Roads, lower York River and the lower part of Chesapeake
both shores.They can also kill and consumelarger oysters.
The oyster drill is a small marine snail, seldommore than an inch
but reachingalmost2 inches
long on the westernshoresof Chesapeake,
at times on the EasternShoreof Virginia. Thesesnails are equipped
with a long feeding tube (proboscis)at the end of which is a tongue
equippedwith rows of fine teeth.The drill makesholesin the shellsof
oystersby first secretinga substancewhich loosensthe binding material
holding the calciumcarbonatecrystalstogetherand then raspingthem
away with its file-like tongue(radula).This may require severalhours
of work and drills do not generallyattack large oysters,but feed mostly
on spat and smallerseedoysters.After the hole has once been made,
the feedingtube is forced through it and the meat of the oysteris rasped
away by the rough tongueand consumed.Usually the drill losesmuch
of its dinner to small fish, shrimp,crabsand other animalswhich feed
on the oyster meat once its shell is opened.
These drills may destroy nearly lO)Vo of the spat and thereby
account for destructionof an entire small set of oystersin heavily
with the
infestedregions.Their efficiencyin killing oystersdecreases
thicknessof the shell of the oysterso that large seedoystersplantedin
drill infestedareasmay surviveto market size. Prior to the invasion
of MSX into high salinityoysterbeds,drills and Dermocystidiumwere
the principal destroyersof oystersin these areas. Some planters on
Eastern Shore whose seed producing beds are exposedto low tide,
attemptedto control drills by hand picking them. Drills are sometimes
trappedusing wire bagsbaitedwith small oystersand placedabout 10
feet apart over the beds. These are fished (lifted into a boat and the
drills shakenout) regularlyat intervalsof about 10 daysto two weeks.
These managementpractices have not proven very effective, chiefly
becausedrills migrate from adjacent areas to those where they are
fished.
When time and labor are available, some planters (mostly on the
EasternShorewhere drills are large and numerous)passseedoysters
through a rotating screento shakeout the drills before the seedoysters
are planted. A more general practice today on Eastern Shore is to
transplantseedoystersduring cold weatherwhen drills have crawled
down from exposed intertidal seed beds to nearby bottoms covered
with water.
Dr. Victor L. Loosanoff and his associatesat the Fish and Wildlife
Laboratory in Milford, Connecticut reported successin controlling
to sand and spreadingit lightly over
drills by applyingPolystream-Sevin
affected acres. Carefully conducted field testing of this method was
carried out by VIMS scientistson the Eastern Shore of Virginia in
1963. Application of the chemicalsto plantedoysterbeds did not reduce drill populationsor numbersof drill egg casesdeposited. Oyster
production was not increasedand treatment had an adverseeffect on
18
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The r.emarkable photograph above shows an oyster drill that has rasped a
hole in the oyster's shell, extended through the hole its rong, flexibre
tiedine
tube 3nd is consuming the oyster meai. Drills lay eggs-in' capsulis (egi
cases) on oysters or oyster shells as shown below.
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Pea Crabs live in a niche they make lor themselves in the gills ol oysters, as
shown above. Boring sponges erode and weaken the shell (below). They
appear as small protrusions on oyster shells.

Flatworms
Oyster drills are often thought to be the greatest menace to spat, but
smali flatworms are also suspected of being highly destrucive. Strong
evidence indicates that flatworms destroy many spat only a few days
old. Further investigations are needed to determine the range of this
predator and to ascertainwhat damage can be properly attributed to it.
Microparosites
Serious oyster mortalities occur throughout the world from time to
time. Epidernics are most likely'Into occur where oyster populations are
1914 an unknown microorganism
concentrated for cultivation.
decimated oysters on Prince Edward Island, Canada. Dutch shell
diseaseplagtied the oyster growers of Europe in the 1940's. A "terrific
scourge" destroyed planted oysters in the York River and Mobjack Bay
in 1930 and heavy mortalities wreaked havoc with oysters in many parts
of virginia in t9j6. The causative agentof most of thesepast mortalities
will n-ever be determined, but within the past twenty years marine
biologists
-havehave identified several organisms which destroy oysters and
suggested ways of minimizing their effects. None of these
they
org-anismsrender oysters unfit for human consumption since humans are
not susceptibleto them.
Dermocystidium marinum, more often called "Dermo", was discovered
in the Guli of Mexico about 1950 and was recognized in Virginia a few
years later. This fungus was ths worst known killer of market size
bysters in Virginia prior to 1959. During the decade of the 1950's it
aicounted for-about 90% of the deaths when predation and physical
causeswere eliminated.
"Dermo" is prevalent in the saltier waters of ChesapeakeBay, but
not on the seasideof Eastern Shore. Oysters grown in creeks and rivers
of low salinity are less likely to become infected with this-organism
than oysters living in saltier waters. High temperaturesfavor the growth
of "D6rmo" and-young small oysters are less susceptible to infection
than older larger ones.- During years of heavy infections a planter may
lose from /q to lz of those oysters which have remained planted more
than three years.
Another organism ivhich became prevalent in Delaware Bay.in 1957
and within tw:o years wiped out most oysters in that area, is-:'!gSX."
Expecting this oiganism tb invade oyster beds on the seasideof virginia
and in l6wer Chtsapeake Bay, VIMS biologists set up a monitoring
program to detect its presence. In this way they were able to forewarn
ilan'ters of impending disaster and they charted areas subject to infection very early.
"MSX" was the term first used to designate the causative organism
responsiblefor high mortalities of oysters in Delaware Bay, and sjmply
stood for what siientists saw undei the microscope-multi-nucleated
spheres unknown and unnamed. Recently- three scientists' Haskin,
Slauber and Mackin, having carefully studied its characteristics,identified its relationships and named it Minchinia nelsoni, but its old name
"MSX" persists. it is a protozoan (one-celled animal), not a virus or
bacterium as is often reported.
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Scientists at VIMS, while investigating MSX, discovered another
grganism causing destruction of oysters on the seaside of Eastern
Shore. They first called it SSo (seaside organism), and after learning
more about it gave it the scientific name Minchinia costalis (wooii
and Andrews).
SSO kills oysters in early June and is epidemic for only about six
weeks. Heaviest losses occur among old bvsters. Carefui timins of
planting and harvestingenable oysteimen to avoid serious losses]To
date this protozoan is destructive of oysters only on seasideof Eastern
Shore.

MANAGEMENT OF PUBLIC OYSTER GROUNDS
Licenses and Gears
All oyster _groundswithin the Baylor Survey have been designated
public g1o-uqds,from which any citiien of Virginia who pays a l-icense
fee of $5.25 * -uy remove oysters in seasonby hand or wiitr ordinary
tongs. A license for operating patent tongs costs $15.75*, and sucit
tongs may b9_usgd on public rocks only in designatedareas and depths
as prescribed by law.
. {?nd dredges and scrapes may be used legally on designated rocks
in Chesapea\e Bay and Tangier-Sound when th6y are sp6cifically authorized by the commission of Marine Resources, but oiherwise these
may not be used on public rocks.
Relationship Between Public and Private Production of Oysters
The public rocks (210,000 acres) are the best bottoms in the state
for growing oysters. These may not be leased to individuals or corporations for cultivation. They supply most of the seed oysters required by
private planters, but public grounds are not as productive oi markei
oysters as are those privately managed. Through private enterprise,
planters have made sub-marginal oyster groundshoie productive^than
puplic grounds. The relative production and value of market oysters on
public- and private grounds from 1956 through 1966 is presented in
the table below. Reductions in production of oysters in iecent years
V irginia Oy ster Production I 9 5 6-66
Public grounds
(210,000acres)
year

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
l96t
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966'+'('(

Bushels**

Value

924,832 91,980,822
742,762
1,668,321
960,372 2,622,158
972,446
2,480,123
904,799
2,841,400
734,873
2,646,523
337,662
l,l 94,104
459,823
1,557,906
729,778 2,411,099
1.035.736 3.499,884
963,100 3,159,169

Bushels

Private grounds
(734,492acres)
Value

3,653,467 $ 7,920,035
3,725,382
9,179,549
4,735,047
11,504,264
4,231,717 10,994,175
2,755,032
9,041,546
3,180,120 11,295,594
2,476,915
9,599,765
2,039,346
6,552,293
2,550,399
7,933,995
1,354,733
6,791,369
1,o87,320
3,334,913

*All license fees are establishedby law and may be changed by
the Ceneral
Assembly.
*+U. S. StandardBushel2.150.4cu. in.
**xPreliminary report.

nas beendue to high mortalitiesfrom the diseaseMSX. About half of
the privategrowinggroundshavebeenout of productionsince1960.
Nearly 1.1 million bushelsof seedoysterswere harvestedin 1965.
Of these,151,000bushelscamemostlyfrom privategroundsor seaside
watersof the EasternShore,while 931,000 bushelscame from public
grounds;nearly 80 per cent camefrom the JamesRiver.
Only residentsof Virginia are allowed to harvest oysters commercially. They are required to apply to the local oyster inspector for
licenses to take seed and market oysters from state-owned rocks.
Oystermen are subject to the laws regulating the use of these public
grounds. Information listing the inspectorsserving the various districts
of the state, and laws regulatingthe taking of oystersmay be obtained
from the Commissionof Marine Resources,Newport News, Virginia.
The Commissionof Marine Resourceshas authority to make such
regulationsas it deemsnecessaryto promote the generalwelfare of the
seafoodindustryand to conserveand promotethe seafoodand marine
resourcesof the state. It issueslicenses,rents oyster grounds, and
enforceslaws regulating the taking of oysters and other seafoods. A
specialofficer of the Commissionis in chargeof the oyster and shellfish
repletionprogram.
Public oyster grounds are located in the major rivers of Virginiathe James,York and Rappahannock,and many others are found in the
lesserbays and rivers tributary to these and the Potomac River. Plats
of public groundswithin the bounds of each county are on file at each
countycourthouse.The Commissionof Marine Resourceshas complete
plats of all public and rental groundsin its office in Newport News.
Oysterstonged from seedbeds may be planted by the tonger on his
private grounds or may be sold to any buyer for planting within the
state. Under certain regulations establishedby the Commission of
Marine Resources,seedoystersmay be sold out of state. Market oysters
taken from public rocks are usuallysold to nearby shuckinghousesof
which there are about ninety in TidewaterVirginia. Someare sold "in
the barrel" for the half-shell trade.
Once deliveredto the shuckinghouse,the operator is responsiblefor
having the oystersshucked,packagedand deliveredto market in a sanitary, wholesomemanner.
SeedProduction
As scientistsprobe deeperinto problemsof oyster culture, it becomes
evident that it is more desirableto use seedoysterssecuredfrom nearby
watersthan it is to import them from distant places.When seedoysters
are securedfrom distant places, diseaseorganismsand predators may
be introduced into hitherto uninfestedareas. Foreign stock may interbreed with native stock and degradevaluable inherent adaptationsof
native oysters.
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The Commission of Marine Resources has for years improved public
grounds by planting shells for cultch both on giounds <iesignatid for
market oyster production and on grounds set aside for seed p-roduction.
It has also at times removed seed-oystersto good growing giounds, but
the improvement of public grolnds depends laigely on re-shelling
grounds which have adequate strikes of spat.
_ Shells, which are used as cultch to which oyster spat may attach
themselves,and also to reclaim muddy bottoms f6r planfrng grounds are
of prime importance to the oyster industry. The state ind private
planters compete with each other and with industries which use shells
for road construction, chicken feed, lime, manufacture of wallboard and
in certain industrial chemical processing.
Shells from the piles which accumulate around shucking houses
cannot supply the demands of all consumers.
- Oystermen have known of "reef shells" (old oyster reefs built up
during the past ten thousand years or so and then covered over with
sediments for generations) and occasionally a few of these have been
utilized. For many years both reef and reient shells have been burned
for ljme. As- oysters become scarcer this practice has been stringently
regulated and at present no shells may be processedfor lime without thl
permission of the Commission. In 1963 the first commercial operation
for mining reef shells in Virginia was undertaken, the operator being
licensed by the then Commission of Fisheries. The Commission used
r-oyaltiesjt received to buy shell, to improve public grounds in Machodoc Creek, Nomini Creek, and the Yeocomicb, Coan, Great Wicomico
and Piankatank rivers and elsewhere. After a few vears the minins
company discontinued operations because it could tro longe. find del
posits in areas suitable to work. It would be desirable for marine seologist-s to completely survey the marine waters for deposits of-these
shells and to determine what further potential there ii for exploiting
this resource.
In spite of the ravages of MSX in Hampton Roads, James River
continues to be an important source of seed. Supplementing
this source
^6f
of seed, the Commission, following the advice
scientisis at VIMS,
has had great successin producing seed in the Great Wicomico, Piankatank and other rivers and tidal creeks. Reef shells in these rivers
produced about 200,000 bushels of seed in 1965. Other areas could
be developed as seed beds.
The proper time for planting shells varies from river to river, and
can be determined only by spatfall surveys. Clean shells (cultch) should
be planted just prior to expected setting to avoid fouling of the shells
with young barnacles and other marine growth before oyster spat are
ready to set. Some planters have harrowed their grounds near time of
setting to expose clean shell surfacesto the oyster larvae. Setting occurs
in various waters of the state from July through September. However,
spatfall is abundant only during early July in some areas, while it is
best in late summer in other areas. In still others setting may continue
from late June through September.
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Records of setting from test shellbagshave been kept by VIMS
for over 20 years. From these long-term studies, it is known about
what to expett in Virginia's major tiibutaries regarding regularity and
quality of setting.This information has contributed to the decisionsof
the C6mmission-ofMarine Resourcesand private oystermenin developing areasfor seedor market oyster production.

Commissioner Milton T. Hickman (center) Charles R. Bagnell and Mrs'
Virginia E. Jones ol the Virginia Marine ResourcesCommission are shown
prolro^t lor oyster production on public rocks.
,"ttitttitition
aitt"iti"i
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The virginia Health Department and the
regulate harvesting ol shellfish in polluted
commission officers (above) issue licenses,
laws. The Commission also plants shell
grounds (below),

Marine Resources commission
areas by special permit (left).
collect taxei and inforce fisiiie
for on seed-producing'pubtii
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MANAGEMENT OF PRIVATE OYSTER GROI]NDS
Developing Private Oyster Grounds
, The Virginia Company, which establishedthe colony at Jamestown,
claimed rights to whateverwas taken from the waters as well as from
the land. This position proved untenable and regulationr *eri sooo
changedto €ive individuaE the-right to
fish and oystersfor personal use.,.Followingthe Revolutionaryeke
war, the state,'whileholding
claim to all submergedbottoms, provided for conveyanceof rights to
certain bottoms to citizens, but few individuals acciuiredacreige for
oyster culture prior to 1900.
..Muoy. problems confront the Commonwealthin determining a suitlpte n9ti9vfor regulatingthe oyster fishery in a mannerthat wif protect
the public interestsand at the sametime encourageprivate ent6rprise.
commissioners of Fisheries have for many years encouraeedprivate
ownershipand managementof grounds, reltiiing that there-bypioductron ot market-oysters
could be sustainedat a higher level tharris possible under public managem€nt.This has also c-reateda fairly stdady
market for seedoystersproduced on public grounds.
{pplications for assignmentof oyster planting groundsmust be made
to-the inspectorof the district wheiein the grorinl lies. He can supply
information about acquiring land and abou-tthe rawful use of varj6ui
harvestinggear..Once a leasehas been secured,the owner may convey it to his heirs or may sell his right to leaseto some other ferson.
Each ye,arrent is paid on tens of thousandsof acres of ground by
,
planters
who hope to make them produce oysters. Much of this area
requrres-specialtreatment-before oysters can thrive. Most productive
groundshave beenleasedfor many yearsand anyoneenteringthe oyster
businessat this time will probably-h-ave
to pay
pricestoiecurehigh
-airehigh
-was
quality beds. Five hundred dollars per
considered a fiir
price forgood groundsin 1960, and pricesover 91,000 per acre have
been paid. M-anyplanters rent acres around their planted beds which
they_never cultivate but hold as bufter zones againit encroachmentof
would be.-poache.rs.
In some areasthe sameteChniqueis used to keep
oyster drills off "cleaned" grounds. some planters rent large acreage
which they-divide into seveialplots. Each fear someplots ire seedei,
some are harvested and the remaining ones have oysters in several
stagesof -growthgn th9m. When oysterson a plot reach market size,
they- are harvesled. Planters in drill-infested ireas may then dredg6
th-eharvestedplot to remove as much debris as possibri:and leave"it
fallorr..for a year or more before re-seedingit, believing that thereby
the drill populationis reduced.
Evaluating LeasedGrounds
The greatestproduction on leasedgrounds will result from carefuI
managementpracticesbasedon accurateinformation about the characteristics of the grounds.-Theoyster farmer should consider as early as
possiblesuchfactorsasthese:
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1) What is the structureof the bottom?
a) Is it shifting sand where oysters may be buried or washed
awayduring severestorms?
b) Does it have a substratesuitablefor supportingseedoysters
until they reachmarket size?
c) Is it likely to be silted over?
and predatorsprevalent?
2) Are diseases
3) What is the settingpotential?
4) How will productionbe affectedby the surroundingwaters?
a) Is the depth of water such that oysters will be exposed to
freezingwinds or burning sun during extremelow tides, or to
oxygen-deficientwater during summer?
b) Is the areafloodedwith fresh water when heavyrun off occurs?
This may stunt growth or kill many oysters.
c) Is pollution likely to becomea problem?
d) Will currentsdepositsedimentor debrisover the oysters?
5) Do oystersgrow rapidly in the area? Do they fatten well?
6) Are the meatsattractive?
Managementplans should be based on detailed notes and records
of observations,not on memory alone. Pencil and paper are still the
Where good setsoccur regularly,
most importanttools of management.
seedoyslersneed not be planted. If settingis good but growth slow,
it may be more profitable to produce seedrather than market oysters.
Some planters possessexcellent fattening grounds where oysters may
be placed for only a few months to reach prime condition _justprior
to liarvesting. Oysterssuitablefor the raw bar trade commandpremium
pricesand shouldbe so utilized.
The best oyster bottoms are those which are stable. Oystersplanted
on sand may be shifted, rolled about and buried. A suitablemixture of
clay and sandproducesthe best plantinggrounds,but many productive
beds are on soft bottoms which have been stiffenedwith shells.
Extremely soft bottoms cannot be reclaimed for oyster culture, but
improved. Canadians
moderatelystiff, muddy sandmay be successfully
maintain ihat placing sand over muddy bottoms before planting shells
is preferableto using shellsalone. Approximately800 cu. yds- of sand
are requiredto put a layer 6 in. deepover an acre. Between1000 and
5000 6ushelsof^shellspit acreare requiredin additionto the sand'This
Bay. The traditional
has not been evaluatedfor watersin Chesapeake
planting of shells alone has proved satisfactory.
In deciding whether or not to reclaim bottoms not naturally suited
to oyster culture, it is wise to seekknowledgeof the groundsfrom local
planters. If a planter has successfully
developedsimilar bottom close
of equalsuccess.
to that you plan to improve,you have someassurance
Bear in mind, however, that improved muddy bottoms may silt over
again within a few years. Some planters,find that if they tgng up
olsters and return the undersizedoystersand empty shellsto the.bottom,
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the increase in shell by oysters growing there is sufficient to maintain
the stifiened bottom. Other planters find it necessary to remove all
oysters periodically and re-sheli a built-up bottom.
Bags or strings of shells suspended in the water from mid-June to
fall may be used to determine the level and regularity of spatfall (setting)
on the area to be cultivated. Spat should be counted not earlier than
November or December but counting can be delayed until spring if
spat are very small. A simple magnifying lens and bright light will
help in counting the smaller spat. If there is an average of two or
three oysters per shell in most years these grounds may be used for
seed production. If the average count is below two per shell but from
200-300 per bushel of cultch, and well distributed, the grounds may
be self-sustainingwith shell plantings alone, thus eliminating the mo-e
costly procedure of planting seed oysters. Lesser sets indicate that seed
oysters should be planted to assure a crop.
Trays of oysters suspended over the grounds may be examined to
detect growth and mortality patterns. Wire or plastic mesh bags of
small oysters can be placed on the bottom and easily recovered. A
periodic count of drilled oysters will establish the losses attributable to
oyster drills.
If a planter will make a careful examination of oysters left on his
grounds for a season to detect such fouling organisms as mud blister
worms, boring sponges, hydroids, mussels, barnacles and tunicates he
will be able to estimate the quality of oysters he may expect to raise.
Oysters free of fouling organisms give higher counts per bushel and are
usually fatter than fouled oysters.
Obtaining and Planting Seed Oysters
Most private grounds do not have a natural strike of oysters, but
seed oysters planted on them may grow well. Through the history of
private oyster culture in Virginia, James River beds have supplied most
of the seed planted. Production prior to the 1960's was about 2 million
bushels annually. The spatfall characteristics of the river changed after
MSX killed most brood oysters in the Ocean View-Hampton Roads
arca. Since then, spatfall in the seed area has seldom been adequate
for sustained seed production. Some planters are able to produce their
own seed oysters and new seed beds developed by the state (see p.25)
are providing seed for planting in the vicinity where they are located.
Unfortunately the quantity and quality is variable from year to year.
Securing or producing adequate seed oysters remains a problem of both
public and private management and of marine scientists.
The price of seed oysters has varied in recent years from 75 cents
to $2.00 per bushel, depending not only on supply and demand but
also on the quality of the seed.The best seed ciystersare of good shape,
in small clusters, and free of shell, attached mussels, and trash. Seed
oysters infested with oyster drills and their egg cases, or containing
other predators and competitors, or which are infected with diseases,
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are to be avoided. Large, thick-shelled seed oysters are preferable for
planting on grounds where drills are a menace, since drills encounter
difficulty in penetrating heavy shells.
VIMS scientists, conducting studies of the destruction of oysters by
the MSX protozoans, have planted seed oysters obtained from several
localities in MSX infested waters to test their survival. Seed oysters
from the Piankatank River (which is MSX infested) when planted in
Mobjack Bay (heavily infested with MSX since 1959) reached marketable size in three years and showed only moderate losses from this
disease. Planters leasing MSX infested planting grounds might make
test plantings of seed produced in MSX infested waters, but they are
advised to proceed with caution. The explanation for the high survival
of such seed is that early exposure to MSX may enable oysters to
develop natural immunity.
Small seed oysters planted in waters of moderate salinity may yield
3 bushels of market oysters for each bushel of seed planted, but such
yields are uncommon and occur only in very favorable environments.
Most planters are willing to operate grounds which yield one bushel of
market oysters for each bushel of seed planted. Oysters grow slowly in
low-salinity waters and those planted well upriver and near headwaters
of creeks may require an extra year to reach market size. They may
also occasionally be killed by unusual freshets.
Seed oysters should be distributed evenly over the entire acreage to
be planted. The amount planted per acre should be about 500 bushels
on hard bottoms and 750 bushels on soft bottoms stiffened with shell
to compensate for the inevitable losses associatedwith such bottoms.
Low-count seed should be planted even more thickly. Mussels on seed
usually die when planted in saltier waters, but they will survive and
become a nuisance in brackish waters. Some planters pull a spikedtoothed harrow over their grounds soon after planting is completed
in order to smooth out high mounds and distribute the oysters more
evenly. Later harrowing of beds may increase production of 10-20 per
cent, increased growth being thus stimulated by lifting half-buried
oysters to the surface and facilitating the flushing away of waste products which have accumulated on the beds.
Harvesting and Marketing Oysters
Most private planters harvest their oysters with dredges. To do so a
permit must be secured from the Commission of Marine Resources
through the local oyster inspector and bond must be posted. Some
planters prefer to use tongs, especially if the crust supporting the
oysters is thin. They believe that tongs are less damaging than dredges
to built-up beds.
Dredged oysters are seldom sorted to remove empty shells, undersized oysters or debris before they are delivered to a shucking house.
The prices paid, therefore, are based on the number of good oysters
per bushel of unloaded material. Many small planters prefer to cull
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dredged oysters to return shells and small oysters to their own grounds
and deliver only marketable oysters to the dealers. Tonged oysters
are always culled.
The greatest demand for oysters is around Thanksgiving, Christmas
and Lent. Planters may develop special markets directly with restaurant
owners and seafood dealers if their oysters are above average in quality
and flavor. A premium price is paid for fine oysters.
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CONDITIONS AFFECTING OYSTER CULTURE
Marine Scientists have been gathering information about biological
and environmental conditions affecting oyster production in Virginia
since before the Virginia Fisheries Laboratory (now VIMS) was established in 1940. Scientistsemployed by the state or Federal government
began work as early as 1931 though the effort was rather sporadic
unlil about 1950. The activities of many marine scientists are focused
on oyster culture and its many problems. Similar work has gone on at
mariire stations in other states and abroad. The complex relationships
between oysters, their environment and associatedorganisms which are
recognizable today were not known a generation back.
Flood and Drought
In 1955 torrential rains from hurricanes Connie-(Aug. 72, 1955)
and Diane-(Aug. 18, 1955), occuring within a week of each other,
fell in the drainage basins of Virginia rivers, flooding the tributaries
and flushing much organic matter from river banks, marshes and lowlands into the system.-Hundreds of thousandsof bushels of- oysters died
in the highly productive beds of the upper Rappahannock.River and
planters applaled to scientiststo determine the cause. Virginia marine
icientists immediately began physical, chemical and biological tests in
the river. After car'eful evaluation of data they were able to assure
oystermen that deaths were due to adverse environmental conditions
brought on by run-off of fresh water.
The report of the scientiststhat the disastrous loss of oysters in the
resulted from a combination of fresh water, low oxygen
Rappahannock
and nigh temperatures rather than disease was reassuring to the
planterJ and le^clthe way for them to obtain loans from the Small Business Administration (ari independent Federal Agency) to replant their
grounds. Thus, productivity *as restored to that area of the river- just
6efore the more saline growing areas in the lower bay were struck by
the MSX killer.
Drought in river drainage systems feeding water into- the-bay in the
mid-60'J resulted in the gradual increase of salinity within chesapeake
Bay and intrusion of salt water as much as 30 miles farther up tributary
rivers in Virginia than normal. As a consequence,oyster-diseasesand
predators damaged oyster populations further than usual up-the bay
ind its tributari6s. Normal- runoff in recent years has driven back the
diseasesand predators from these areas.
Engineering Proiects
Engineering projects are frequently proposed to control floods, alleviate diought, deep6n channels and to provide fresh water for municiSeedoystersare bought by the standardoyster bushel (3'000.9 cu.in.) lrom
tongeri on public roiks and are transplanted to private grounds lor growth
to market size.
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palities. Only recently has man begun to consider the efiects of
local engineeringprojects, including the ecology of oysters, on the
ecology of entire river systems.
A dam has been proposedto be constructedat SalemChurch (just
above Fredericksburg)to control flooding in the RappahannockRiver
drainage area. VIMS scientistshave consideredhow the development
of such a project would affect the oyster industry in the lower-river.
If incorporatedinto the building and operationof the dam,,suggestions
they have made to the Corps of Engineers regarding storage and
releaseof water, will mitigate damageto oysters from environmental
changeswhich would be expectedfrom changingthe natural flow of the
river. Plannedreleaseof water at proper seasonsis expectedto actually
benefit oyster production in some years.
_ Manqgementof river flow could prevent sudden flooding of oyster
beds with fresh water and by judicial release of impounded water
would tend to keep drills and other pests below Towles Point, the
presentlevel of upriver intrusion. Information supplied from adequate
salinity monitoring at downstreamstationswould be conveyedto dam
operatorsenabling them to releasewater from the impoundment in a
manner which will maintain desired salinities with a minimum of
drawdown and disruptionsof reservoir operations. Plans for regulating
waterflow on all watershedsof Virsinia's tidal rivers should be drawn
carefully to protect the interestsoI marine fisheries and other downriver usersof river water. This samecare should be exercizedwith use
of Potomacand Susquehanna
River watersbecauseof their great significance to Bay salinities.
The proposal to deepen the James River channel from Hampton
Roads to Richmond emphasizedthe need for better information on the
effects of such projects on the oyster industry. VIMS scientistswere
largely involved in measuringthe probable effects of such an undertaking on the production of seedoystersin the James. A model of the
river was constructed to measure effects of deepening on currents,
salinity and circulation. Biologistsappraisedthe effectsof the proposed
channel deepeningon oysters and other estuarine organismsprior to
the actual construction.These scientific studies indicated that chanses
in cunent patterns and salinity distribution resulting from the Jaries
River Navigation Project (Army Corps of Engineers)channel dredging
will have no significanteftect on seed or market oyster production m
the Jamesestuary.
Pollution
Problems of pollution mount as population densitiesincrease.Sewageis not the only pollutant which may affectoysterproduction. Others,
such as silt, industrial wastes, nutrients, insecticides and herbicides
Mountainsof shellsaccumulateoutsideshuckinghouses.Theseare hauled

away in spring and summer to stifien mu'ddy bottoms lor seedplanting or to
provide cultch in spat setting areas. Some shells are manulactured into lime
lor agricultural and other uses.
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leaching into estuarine waters, and heating great masses of water in
cooling condensers and generators may affect oysters directly or may
afiect food organisms on which oysters feed.
Siltation may raise the cost of maintaining rented grounds at a productive level. This may arise from soil erosion, dredging of channels,
or mining buried oyster shells, gravel and sand. Hydrographic studies
are helpful in determining areas likely to be adversely affected and in
selecting spoil areas where waste soil from dredging operations is least
likely to be washed back into the river.
Discoloration of Oysters
At certain times of the year oysters may develop unusual colors,
particularly in the gills. "Green gill" oysters are caused by pigments
acquired while feeding on certain species of diatom (microscopic
plants). This condition does not harm the flesh or the flavor of the
oyster. In fact, some epicures maintain that this is a sign of quality
oysters. Oysters feeding in lush green pastures are usually fat and
flavorful. The French prefer "green gill" oysters to the less colorful
variety, and, before placing them on the market, oystermen in that
country move them to ponds in which the color-producing plants are
prevalent.
Although diatoms account for most discoloration of oysters,they may
also acquire blue-green spots or hues from excess amounts of copper.
Some heavy metals may cause unpleasant taste without discoloration.
This is most likely to occur in areaswhere industries dump minute quantities of these metals, which are first taken up by algae,then passed on
to oysters which feed on them. Eating large numbers of such oysters
may be harmful.
Occasionally packers are plagued with outbreaks of "pink" or "red"
oysters which appear normal when shucked into containers but after
being refrigerated for several days develop bright red coloration in the
liquor. If the cause is plant pigments derived from the food in natural
waters, only the esthetic value of oysters is involved. However, oysters
may be contaminated in processing plants with a mold called "pink
yeast", and the pink coloration may indicate they have been held too
long and are turning sour.
Records of brightly-colored oysters have been reported since the
late 1800's. Scientists know that occasionally pink and red coloration
is caused by yeasts but usually color results from an accumulation of
plant pigments from food similar to the green-gill condition previously
described.
Red oysters appear most commonly in warm weather. Some
packers protect themselves from losses from this cause by taking
samples before harvesting a bed. If red coloration appears in shucked
samples,the beds are left to harvest at a later date. Usually the trouble
disappears within a few weeks when the causative algae becomes less
plentiful in the water.
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The "R'Months
Oysters are suitable for food at- qny time of the year' The idea
from
tttui'tn"y should not be consumedin- summ,er.probably.came
developthe
(Oslrea
holds
edulis)
oyster
common
the
-Liuu.
Europe,'where
within its gills. fhe shells of these tiny oysiers would
iog
ieEt gritty to anyone e--uti1gtulv oJstersduring the breeding season.
Spoilagedue to poor refrigiration ftd at least one statein the United
SiatesIo outlawtireir saleduringthe summerback in the 180Os'
Actually, oystcrs are in po-orestcondition in September,the first
..R" monfh after summer,due to exhaustionfrom spa,wning.During
early fall customerswill iikely find packagedoysters,lrgze.nwhile in
pririe iondition, preferableto-fresh-shu:kedoystersof inferior quality.
ContaminatedOysters
should.never eat
Personsgatheringoystersfor private consump_tio1
ovsterstakin direct'iyfrom contaminatedareas. Unfortunately,sewage
fiom dwellingsalong many creeksand rivers drains into nearbywaters
boats in marinas
coniainingolster bEds. Concentrationof _pleasure
induce a growth
can
S-ewage
waters.
local
of
?o iontamination
-"V
"OO
suitablefor oystersto feed on and they may-grow fast
of irrgunit-s
relatedto sewagemay also be acquiredby eating
anOfit, but diseases
.u* oy.t"t. raised in polluted water-s.When temperatures
-are above
when
thoroughly
themselves
clean
50.F. contaminatedoysters
_transferredto cleanwaterfor a few weeks.The StateDepartmentof Health
;igiJt monitorsoystergrounds,processinghousesand marketingof
ovsteisto insurewholesomecommercialproducts.
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CT.]LTURE TECHNIQUES FOR THE FUTURE
It is still possible to utilize present simple farming techniquesto
rear oysters. Nature producesan abundanceof larvae and spat which
man is not likely to duplicate in the near future. However, scientists
are working hard to bring oyster culture under laboratory control for
the benefit of the oyster industry. The industry itself, aided by engineers and technicians,must incorporate into their farming practices
useful information gleaned from the scientists if the industry is to
progress.
People retiring to Tidewater Virginia counties often consider the
possibility of raising oystersfor their personal use or for sale. Some
may become interested in attempting to apply discoveriesmade by
scientiststo their own oyster culture practices. For those who would
like to becomeinvolved in projects suggestedfrom research,there are
thesepossibilities:
SpawningOysters
Techniqueshave been worked out for spawningand stripping oysters
(cutting into the gonads and flushing out sperm and eggs),fertilizing
the eggs and carrying the young through their larval developmentand
obtaining a set on shells. Using these techniques,it is possible to
select and to breed ovsters for certain desirable characteristicssuch
asrapid growth and resistanceto diseases.
Although some knowledge of biological principles is necessaryto
achievesuccessin hatcheryand nursery culture, the spacerequirements
are not great, and the cost of cquipment may not be prohibitive. Information on producing controlled stocks of seed oysters may be
obtainedfrom VIMS.
Solt-Warer Pond Culture
Biologists have suggestedthat specially bred stock once built up
under laboratory conditions might best be developedin shallow, saltwater ponds,and later be transferredto growing areas.
If ponds are used for production of spat, interchange of water
could be cut oft during the most active larval developmentstage,thereby keeping large numbersof larvae of known stock in a confined area
until after setting.
There are many salt ponds in Tidewater Virginia which can support
an oyster population. It may be feasibleto develop some of thesefor
oyster culture. Mud could be removed by pumping, dredging, or
bulldozing to provide a clean hard bottom for supporting cultch to
which larva would attach. Specially bred parent stock might be allowed to spawn naturally in these ponds, or laboratory bred larvae
might be introduced.
Such ponds might be used (1) to produce seedoysterswhich would
be transferredasearly as possibleto growing groundsin the open rivers;
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(2) to produce market oysters on a limited scale; or (3), to fatten
oystersjust beforemarketingthem.
. Providing adequate volumes of water may challenge engineering
ingenuity. Fresh sea wat€r may be made available through tidal gates,
_or through.large capacity pumps or special flow-through systems.
Large quantitiesof water will be required, for it has been shown under
laboratory conditions that 25 market oystersneed a minimum of two
quartsof seawater flowing over them per minute.
The rlse of ponds for producing spat and for growing and fattening
oysters is completely unexplored, therefore, the problems which will
be encounteredare little known. It is essentialthat the ovstershave
an adequatevolume of water moving over them and that temperatures
should not exceed 86'F. The volume of water can be materiallv
reducedby feeding starch in the ratio of 1:1,000,000sea water and
such minute amounts of starch may increasethe yield 2OVoto 3OVo
within six weeks. Temperaturesmay be regulated by the flow of incoming water or by shadingthe ponds or by a combination of the two.
Controlling EeI Grass
- ,-Fel grass growing near oyster beds may break loose and pile up,
killing planted oysters. Some Canadian oystermen have reclaimed
goqqd infestedwith eelgrassby putting down tar paper and covering
it with sand and gravel. Dr. Viclor Loosanoff, while Director of thd
Fish and Wildlife Laboratorv at Milford. Connecticut. tested the use
polyethylenesheetingon s6ft bottoms to supportplanied seedoysters.
_o_f
He. reported that neither walking on these sheetsnor the sharp shells
seriouslyhurt the plastic, and that after three years it was still useful.
While such methodsare not yet practical for large operations,they may
suggestideasfor small planteisto experimentwitli.
CollectingSpat
_The Japanesecollect spat on shells strung on wire and suspended
off botloms. They later seFtrate the shells with bamboo spa-ers
-made to
allow for growth of the oyster spat to market size. Bags
of
chicken wire to hold about 2 or 3 pecks of clean shellsmake excellent
spat collectorseither suspendedin the water or stackedon the bottom.
Strike on baggedshells is regularly 2 to 3-times heavier than on shells
scatteredover the bottom and someoystermenuse shell bagsto collect
spat for seed. Dutch and French oystermen have successfullyused
roofing tile coated with a mixture of lime and sand as collectors for
spat, which are removed by hand when they reach a proper seedsize.
The developmentof cheap cultch materialseasyto handle and from
which seed oystersmay be removed easily, would be a great boon to
the industry. Referencehas already been made to the development
of methods for getting spat to develop in the laboratory without the
necessityfor employing cumbersomecultch. The next step is to adapt
thesemethodsto commercialneeds. The production of "free standing"
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(each oyster separatefrom other oysters or cultch material) oysters
would be a forward step in improving oyster production. Their development may eventually lead to the elimination of shells for cultch.
Until economical systemsfor providing free standing oysters are
developed,shellsscatteredover the bottom or placed in wire bags ofter
the most economicalsubstratefor collectingspat.
Canadianshave found heavyduty cardboardegg crate fillers dipped
in cement, bagged and wired to be very efficient collectors, but the
cost of materialsand preparingthe collectorshas made this method
prohibitive to most oystermen. New Zealandersuse treated sticks to
collect and rear spat to marketablesize. The Dutch use musselshells
as collectors. These do not collect many oyster predators and competitors and after a year or two in the water tend to go to piecesleaving
individual or small clumps of oysters. Where surf clam shells are
readilv availablein some areasof Marvland. local ovster farmers claim
that tliey are excellentcultch.
Oystersfor the Raw Bar
Good quality seedoystersof pleasingshapemay be grown for home
use or the raw bar trade on firm bottoms in areas free from boring
spongesand mud-blister worms. Where fouling organisms abound,
oysters for the raw bar may be grown in trays supported by a firm
structureor suspendedfrom a dockside. Periodic dipping of trays in a
saturatedbrine solution for about five minuteswill kill or damagemany
fouling organismsincluding mud-blister worms and boring spongeand
will not harm the oysters.
Escalator Oyster Harvester
One breakthrough that would spur the oyster industry to more
efficient production would be the introduction of more mechanized
harvestingtechniques.In Canada in 1959 an escalatoroyster harvester was put to practical use. The cost of this device in Canada
rangedfrom $7,000 to $10,000,includinga boat and auxiliary equipment. Whether such harvesterscan be operatedsuccessfullyin Virginia
awaits testing. Ten feet is the greatestdepth at which these Canadian
rigs operate efficiently. (Description of an escalatorharvestermay be
found in OysterFarming in the Maritimes,by J. C. Medcof. Bulletin
l3I, 196I. FisheriesResearchBoard, Ottawa,Canada. Price $1.75).
A similar device has been used to a limited extent in Maryland
oyster culture and plays an important part in harvestingclams. The
Hanks rig is reportedto be operativeup to 25 feet deep.
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF SCIENTISTS TO
OYSTER CULTURE
Culture PracticesBasedon Biological Studies
Areas suited for seed production can be determined by estimating
the set of oysterson shelli in spat collectors(either strings of shells or
bagsof shells)overa periodof years.
In setting areas,clean shellsfor collectingspat should be planted
not later th-anJuly 1 in rivers north of the James;sincethe-major set
of spat occurs lat6r in JamesRiver, shells may be planted there up to
mid-August.
Areas best suitedfor (1) seedproduction,(2) growth,gl9-(3).fattening on public groundsin'virginia havebeenplottedby VIMS scientists,
urine i"u*uiated records o'f intensity of set of spat, rate of growth,
andtondition of oysters. Areas chang6from time to time, but sc_ientists,
bv referrine to tfieir records, are able to designatewhich bottoms
should be timporarily convertedfrom seedproductionto market productionor vice-versa,
Areas selectedfor seedproduction should be used for that purpose
onlv, For maximum efficiency, seed oysters should be removed to
gr"*itg groundswithin eight-months!b-a year after they set' All
"seEdoystets should-be removed frorir seed beds to growing
ioune
on seed
lioutiOr each year to avoid stunted gjolvth due to crowding
the
fully
never
they
stunted
become
6ysters
6eOi. Once
.recover
capacitVfor fast growth. Also, many oysters are smotheredunder
conditionJwhichinducestunting.
cr6wde-d
oysters to be planted in MSX infested areasshould be placed there
during the seasonof low infectivity (october 1 to May 1). lpat elnosed
to USX before reaching seed size build up some immunity, which is
reflectedin the lower death rates of oystersraised to market-size,therefore it is desirableto secureseedfrom MSX infestedgrounds to plant
on growing grounds subjectto MSX. Piankatank seedbeds have been
a sourceof suchseedin recentyears.
In general,years of low rainfall favor-good sets^of,seedovsters
in ciee"tir,bays'andsectionsof rivers which have a low flushingrate and
thus tend to trap oYsterlarvae.
Identifying Diseasesand Controlling Predators
There has been little advancementin our ability to directly control
predators and diseasesof oysters,but scientistshave been able to outiine patterns of managementto minimize their destructiveeffects and
reduceor avoidlosses.
Effective chemical control of drills awaits the developmentof compounds which will leave no dangerousresiduesin oysters ald which
ian be applied in restricted areas in a controlled manner. Biological
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control may, in the long run, prove to be more useful, but despiteconsiderable effort to devise such control there has been no significant
breakthroughthus far.
Perhaps the greatest contribution made to the oyster industry by
scientistsis in pinpointing the various causesof oyster mortalities and
separatingdiseaseepidemicsfrom other factors affectingoyster populaorganismsand of the conditions
tions. Recognition of disease-causing
favoring epidemics have enabled scientists to suggest various culture
practiceswhich will minimizelossesfrom thesecauses.
In seeking information about microorganismsharmful to oysters,
scientistsat the Virginia Institute of Marine Sciencehave had over
90,000 slides of oyster tissue prepared for microscopic examination.
Theseprovide a valuablebank of material which may be drqwn on for
further studies and for future reference. Along with other oyster
biologists interested in diseasesaffecting oysters, they have made
signid'cantcontributions to learning the Siol<igyand hdbits of MSX,
Dermo, and SSO.
Eftorts are presently being made to produce oysters resistant to
diseasesand capable of rapi{ growth. If it is possibleto successfully
breed such characteristicsinfo oysters,the industry may then develop
techniques to utilize such superior strains. Development,,of, mass
culture capabilitieswill require engineeringskill to eco-nomicallyhandle
large quanlitiesof spat and seedbred from selectedstock.
Ains of Research
Year after year, with incessantand painstakinglabor, scientist!have
eliminated froh the field of speculationone factor after another affecting
oyster production. The aims of their research continue to be: . (1)
predictibn of place, time and intensity of setting and improving collection of spat, (2) appraisal of conditions existing.on public grounds
through annual surveys,(3) anticipation of lossesfrom any cause,(4)
tabulation of the condition of oystersfrom time to time and place to
place and determiningfactors which influencetheir -"fatness", (5) conirolling diseases,(6) improving breeding of oystersfor fast gowth and
resistanceto disease,and (7) control of predators.
As new information is gathered,evaluatedand added to previously
acquiredknowledge,the whole will be re-evaluatedin the light of new
discoveriesand improved information will help developnew technology
to advanceoysterculture.
Along with other biologistsinterestedin diseasesofrectingoysters,scientists
at the Virginia Instituteof Marine Sciencehave madesignificantcontibutions toward learning the biology and habits ol the diseaseorganismsol
MSX, Dermoand SSO.
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Dr. J. D. Andrews (above) directsoysterresearchat VIMS. He has beena
member of the scientific siaff since 1948 and has earned widespreadacclaim
for his work on oyster diseaseshere.
The VIMS campusat GloucesterPoint prouides laboratoriesand other faciliiies lor scientistsstudying all aspectsol the state's marine area, A siZable
ol
field.'laboratory is opbraied by VIMS at Vl/achapreagueon the seaside
Eastern Shore.
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The internal structure ol the cells ol micro-organisms which cause oyster
diseasesare magnified many thousands of times by the VIMS electron microscope (left), operated by Dr. Frank Perkins. One ol his electron photomicrographs ol an MSX cell is shown above with a diagram explaining the
various cell components.
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Microscope slides of oyster tissue used in disease research are prepared in
the VIMS Histology Laboratory (above). Laboratory breeding ol oysters
requires the leeding of algae to the larvae during early growth stages
(below).

w'

Eftorts are presently being made to product oysters resistant to MSX and
capable ol rapid growth. Parent oysters are being prepared, above, lor
special laboratory breeding. Specially bred oysters are laler removed to a
salt water pond (below) lor initial growth. The oysters are Protected from
predators in the pond.

Oysters are held in trays at VIMS (above) to enable scientists to studv
losses due to disease and lor various other research projects, Experimenti,
such as the one shown below, have demonstrated that shells bagged in
chicken wire containers collect more spat than the same number of shells
scattered on the bottom,

Oyster biologists determine the most suitable oyster seed producing areas by
counting spat (above) on collectors made ol shells strung on heavy wire
hung in the water. Each spat collected on a shell is indicated by penciled
circle (below).
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